The connection between some modularity properties and interpolation is revisited and restated in a general "logicindependent" framework. 
A refinement paradigm
Let us consider program development by means of stepwise refinements. One postulates some abstract data typelike specification' (ADT), suitable for the problem at hand, which has to be implemented on the available system. The end product consists of (the text of) an abstract program manipulating the postulated ADT, together with a suite of (texts of) modules implementing successive ADTs on more concrete ones until reaching the available executable level ("Target Programming Platform", TPP). See also [24, 21, 301 . The essential knowledge about the relevant properties of the abstractions involved, is provided by the axioms in the specifications. The proof that the abstract program does exhibit the required behaviour consists of syntactical manipulations that derive the verification conditions from the abstract specification. Similarly, the correctness of the implementations of the ADTs is verified by syntactical processes, as we shall elaborate upon in the sequel. *The work reported was partially supported by EPSRC and by the ARTS project at the Laboratorio de Metodos Formais of the Pontificia Universidade Catolica do Rio de Janeiro.
Refinement of abstract data types has been the original motivation. In the context of this paper, the generic term ADT may also refer to program and systems specifications.
0-8186-7961-1/97 $10.00 0 1997 IEEE A closer examination of what is involved when implementing an ADT S on (in terms oj) another one T indicates that the resulting artifact is a module M that represents objects of S in terms of those of T and operations [22] , and predicates, of S by means of procedures using operations and predicative statements of T. One can abstract a little from the actual procedure texts by replacing them with specifications of their input-output behaviours. These amount to possibly incomplete definitions of the operations and predicates in S in terms of those of T and can be regarded as axioms involving both the symbols of S and T. Similarly the representation part describes the "abstract" sorts in terms of the "concrete" ones, which can be abstracted to axioms introducing the new sorts and capturing (some of) the socalled representation invariants [20, 231. With this abstraction in mind, we are ready to describe this situation in terms of formal specifications, ie, logical theories presented by (finite sets of) axioms [44, 411. One expands the language of the "concrete" specification T by adding symbols to correspond to the abstract ones in S, perhaps together with some auxiliary symbols, and extends T to M by adding extension axioms which are sentences in the extended language. Since one does not want to disturb the given concrete specification T, the extension e from T to M should not impose any new constraints on T. This is formulated by requiring the extension e:T+M to be conservative [34] in the sense that M adds no consequence to T in the language of the latter. One then needs to correlate the "abstract" symbols in S to the corresponding ones in T (similarly, in some sense, to procedure headings / calls being correlated with the corresponding bodies). However, the properties of S are still important, for instance in guaranteeing the correctness of the abstract program described by S. Thus, in translating from S to M one wishes to preserve the properties of S as specified by its axioms. Hence, the translation i from S to M should yield an interpretation of the corresponding (logical) theories, in the sense that i translates each consequence of S to a consequence of T.
The former is encapsulated in the concept of an implementation of S on T. This consists of a theory interpreta-tion i from S to a conservative extension M of T and can be presented as a tuple a= (i,, e,) 
T2
Given that the Modularisation property holds, and since the class of theory interpretations, and its subclass of conservative extensions, are closed under composition, the two refinements cy, of S on T1, and @, of T1 on T2, compose to a refinement pocy of S on Tz.
Shifting the focus to parameter instantiation, the conservutive extension e:P-+S[P] denotes the insertion of the formal parameter into the parameterised specification and Another dividend stems from the fact that this view concentrates on the logical aspects of implementation. For, recall that a (conservative) extension e encodes addition of formulae rather than programs. These formulae record the design decisions taken in the implementation, not yet their actual coding into a program text. Hence, we achieve orthogonality: the process of coding actual modules is independent of -and can proceed in parallel with -the process of further (logical) refinement. The successive refinements record the various design decisions.
The appearance of a general law
The first attempt to analyse what became known as the Modularisation property, based on an observation of M. Sadler (271 indicated a strong interconnection between the Modularisation property and interpolation: The requirement that any diagram (e, i ) with e conservative can be completed to a rectangle ( e ; i', i ; e') BU (191,. . . , tYn>Fcp. Crucially, neither conditional equational logic, nor equational logic have this property.
In the context of this paper we focus on the sequential (horizontal) composition of refinements (which is in some sense the more basic form of composition one has to provide for refining specifications). The natural way to view an Entailment System is as a formal presentation of logical consequence. As explained in [ 1 I ] (also noted in [28] ), this presentation of logical consequence is independent of the means by which it has been defined (eg. proof-calculus, satisfaction, forcing, etc.) The usefulness of the Entailment Systems framework for the purposes of this paper stems from its abstractive power. By analysing properties and describing development frameworks by means of Entailment Systems, one gains generality: Every concrete development framework that defines the same notion of logical consequence is a candidate for being used in applications3.
The Modularisation property is encapsulated in this framework as the preservation of conservative extensions under pushouts: If e:(ER, R)+(XA, A) is a conservative extension and 2) is a pushout diagram in the category of theories over an Entailment System E ,
then e':(XB, B)+(Ec, Ai'UBe') is also aconservativeextension. The "general law" may then be stated as follows:
An Entailment System (7r-Institution) E has Craig-Robinson Interpolation if and only if E has Modularisation.
The benefits of Uniformity
Assume that E possesses Craig-Robinson Interpolation. The following examples may assist the reader in understanding the role of interpolants in a derivation in relation to uniformity. For simplicity we use unsorted grammar and we assume familiarity with the calculi of (classical) propositional and first order logics, denoted by CPC and CFE , respectively.
Given a pushout diagram
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Examples
Let EA present a propositional alphabet including the Of course, the effectiveness of the concrete framework depends heavily on the means used for defining this logical consequence and some important issues involved in the mechanisation may not appear at the level of Entailment Systems.
propositional symbols p, r and q and let e : E R + E A denote are uniform: they depend on the logical structure of the assertion and on the language of the derivation; they are independent of the logical structure of the consequence $.
In fact, the classical propositional calculus OX possesses uniform interpolation. Let CA be a first order alphabet which includes a function symbol f and let e : C R + E A ER denote the inclusion of the subalphabet E R of EA excluding f. Let A be constitutedof the sentenceV(z) ( I ( z ) + O ( x , f(z)) (which may present the input-output behaviour of a functional program) in the first order language of C . For any translation ~: C R + E B and any formula $ in the first order language of EB, the sentenceV( There are derivations, though, in first order logic where the form of the interpolant depends on the logical structure of both the assertions and the consequence: Let EA also include another function symbol g which is not in the subsignature CR. Assume an A constituted by the sentence4 V(z, y) ( 1 ( z , y ) -0 (x, f ( z ) , y, g (y))) then the interpolant 17 depends both on the assertion and the consequence. This is partially due to the fact that one may obtain syntactically different and logically non-equivalent sentences when abstracting the opcrators f and g from the (conjunction of) the
which may be used for deriving the consequence $1 depending on dl's logical structure. In addition, no combination of such sentences, in a first order syntax, is able to capture that each of E , U' depends only on one of z, y and is independent of the other. A (highly non-deterministic) algorithm for generating first order interpolants for a derivation D using Unskolemization and Resolution is presented in [5] .
A characteristic property of Entailment Systems that pos- Another dividend of uniformity is based on the observation that the minimal completion of a partial signature morphism ~: E A + + E B is encapsulated into a pushout diagram, depicted below, where (ER, e ) denotes the subsignature of CA on which i is defined: Because conservative extensions are always factored to conservative extensions [ 11, 46, 471 
Uniformity and Subentailments
The obvious question to ask if one's favourite formalism does not possess this crucial modularity property is how to "fix" it. There are two obvious possibilities: either extend the formalism to one which has some form of the property, or alternatively, restrict the specifications which are "acceptable" to a subclass which enjoy this property. The emergence of the work on persistence reflects the latter "design" choice. But let us consider the first "design" choice (expansion) and view the appropriate restriction of "acceptable" specifications retrospectively. First, we need to place uniform interpolation in the perspective of Subentailment Systems [28] derivations, then in order to validate that two consecutive Espec-refinements cu:S--+T1 and P:T1+T2 compose, it suffices for the mediating axioms M p of the second refinement /3 to entail the ED^,-) interpolant that is associated with the mediating axioms M, of the first refinement, as is depicted below:
Io
The latter is obtained [ 
Development Workspaces: an outline
The development of a general method to expand orthogonally the logical consequence of a specification formalism so that a uniform presentation of the crucial interpolants becomes available is outlined in this section. This expansion is presented by means of a Subentailment System called a Development Workspace [ 111, and seems to be suitable for ( i ) a (theoretical) framework where precise formal encapsulations of the desired modularity properties can be studied, (ii) an abstract construction providing insights and inspiration for extending concrete calculi and satisfaction systems, and (iii) a classifier for detecting the adequacy of extensions which attempt to "fix" modularity problems of concrete calculi and satisfaction systems.
Unfortunately, the size of this paper does not allow a detailed presentation of the underlying mathematics and the techniques that have been applied in order to obtain the expansion. We have thus to restrict ourselves to a high-level outline of the emerging concept. For a more detailed presentation the reader is referred to [ 121 and [ 111. The gramEDeu(E) with z1 . . . x n free "specification" v a rables and such that neither appear in $, the expression Xzl . . . x, .$ is an n-ary "development" term in ( e ) free occurrences of n-ary "development" variables can be substituted by n-ary development terms by means of a "bound" substitution that reduces the redex, ie., So, E-models describe the logical status of the instances of a E-expression in different contexts and model homomorphisms associate linguistic transformations between such instances with transformations of the associated derivations.
A E-formula p is satisfied by a model vi, iff the EAinstance p m A of p is a theorem of the ( E A , A ) (Espec-
The notion of an (elementav) model extension in these semantics is directly associated with the notion of a conservative extension of the constituent &s,,,-logical theories:
Given The 'cR-redUCt of m& is the model m~ = m L o e .
5Note that the construction does nor aim to provide a mechanism for extending one particular proof calculus or a concrete satisfaction system. Therefore, the use of non-standard ("logical") semantics in an intermediate step as a means to support the constructionis fully justified forourpurposes. Although there is some (distant) conceptual analogy with the LindembaumTarski semantics and some (closer) philosophical association with Wittgenstein's perception of meaning, a precise mathematical formulation of the above is given in [28] using a commu category [26, 21 construction The semantical interpretation of the "development" variables and the new operators on the above models is defined in association with a satisfaction relation which extends b:Spec as follows: all derivations rather than their €spec-fragment. Such a development workspace is given by instantiating the previously described construction over (classical) predicate logic. In this case the expansion is similar to adding second order intuitionistic quantifiers6 A similar result is obtainable for the full first order case. Hence, the uniform version of the interpolants for the examples of Section 3 take the following form: 8= +'(pAx0) (which is reducible to p ) , 8= + ' ( p r \~' ) V r ) , (which is reducible to p v r ) ,
-(which is reducible to (Vz)(3z)(I(z)-+O(z, z ) ) ), and (which is notreducible to any first order sentence) Similarly, for the dense linear order specification one needs to abstract the partial order symbol by an 6 binded 2-ary predicate variable. The Development Workspace over the first order predicate calculus is compared in [ as an "excluded middle" axiom. In this case in particular, all G i n d e d "development" variables are realised over €sp,,-theones. Ie., one can extract a witness for xn from a proof of
A t~D e u~~n y [ x " ]
wh re A is a set of first order axioms (or universal ED,,-sentences) a n d d does not appear in 'p (ie., a n y [ x " ] is an existential &D ..-sentence. need for "predicate abstraction" which is provided by the 6 -binded "development" variables. Full second order logic possesses a Uniform version of Craig-interpolation (like any second order logic with a deduction theorem for implication and predicate variables of all arities) but, at least in its standard form, will lack conservativeness. The critical difference between the two latter and the result of our expansion is also reflected by the fact that the direction of the following implications is not invertible:
Conclusion & Further work
We presented, retrospectively, the emergence of a strong connection between some basic modularity properties and interpolation. The connection between Modularisation and Craig-Robinson interpolation has been revisited and restated in a general "logic-independent'' framework; its strength has been re-established in the form of a "general law". Furthermore, the presence of uniform interpolants givcs rise to certain proof obligations, which suffice to establish the corrcctness of(composite) refinements 1111. On the other hand, many logics that have been used in refinement or databases lack the desirable interpolation properties. To compensate for this inadequacy several groups of researchers have proposed techniques to restrict these logics to fragments that have the desirable modular properties. Some of these enterprises have focused on algebraic/categorical aspects of modularity (eg. persistency [ 141) ; others emphasised interpolation (eg. taming logics [ 1, 291) . Our approach is somewhat dual [ 1 I]: we seek for methods to expand a specification formalism orthogonally, so that an adequately strong version of the critical interpolation properties is obtained. Some features of these methods reflect the way that theorem provers manipulate mera-variables and thus, a possible interpretation of what is going on when the expansion is performed is as "adding meta-theoretic facilities'' [ 3 ] to one's favourite specification logic.
An important computational issue -which arises even if itself possesses uniform interpolation -is the difficulty of deriving (uniform) interpolants. The derivation of interpolants is known to be computationally hard [ 5 ] . One would then expect the derivation of uniform interpolants to be even more complex. In an attempt to compensate for this inadequacy, we focused on generic methods to expand €spec so that an easy-to-derive form of the critical uniform interpolants is available in the expansion € D~~.
A potential breakthrough emerges from the initiative of a Development Workspace described in [ 
